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ABSTRACT

1. We study the symmetry breaking role of the K meson in the

context of the (3,3*) + (3*,3) model and compare its role with
t

f                       that  of the pseudoscalar meson·s  in PCAC. While PCAC and PCVC

i            field-divergence identities may play parallel roles,in some

dynamical schemes, as is evident in many. effective Lagrangian-

and  "hard pion" calculations, the point  of  view  that the vacuum

is approximately SU(3) symmetric coupled with the order of

chiral symmetry breaking counting of Dashen suggest a scheme

in which the K plays a subordinate or at least dynamically

dissimilar role from that of the pion or kaons.  We pursue this

possibility and show that it is required if one demands that
 

certain alternative off-mass-shell amplitude definitions are

forced to coincide, at least to lowest order of chiral symmetry

breaking. In such a dynamical scheme, which we find attractive,
i
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, the K can not at small momentum transfer dominate the vector

divergence in the same sense that'the pseudoscalars dominate the

axial divergence.  A K effect can, however, contribute to matrix

;.' .     ' elements in a higher order of symmetry breaking,  and we illustrate

such a scheme in a simple Lagrangian model.
1 :·

I.   Introduction.
-/

The picture of chiral symmetry and chiral symmetry breaking

which has evolved over the past few years has been dominated by
..

 «          the idea of spontaneous breakdown aDd the related idea of pole

I dominated axial divergences which have "smooth" matrix elements
5

in momentum transfer. Practical calculations have leaned heavily

on the smoothness approximation.  The Goldberger-Treiman

relation,1 the Adler condition,2 and the Adler-Weisberger3 con-

dition indicate that it is reliable at the 10% level for pion

matrix elements. We shall be interested in the implications which

follow if the smoothness approximation is also reliable at this

level  for kaon matrix elements.4    Such PCAC smoothness  con-

ditions also play a central role in the· analysis of the trans-

formation properties of chiral symmetry and SU(3) symmetry break-

ing parts of the Hamiltonian density; for example, let us con-

sider the Gell-Mann, Oakes, Renner and Glashow-Weinberg

(3,3*) + (3*,3) models.5,6  In the Gell-Mann, Oakes, Renner (GOR)

analysis,5 summarized by,  .-

(i) PCAC for w and K mesons,
-

(ii) <Oluo|o, 4 0' (1.1)

) (lii) <O u8 Io> = 0,
NOTICE
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makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any
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product or process disclosed, or represents that its use
would not infringe privately owned rights.
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· one is led to believe these condltlons hold to within the

accuracy of the PCAC smoothness conditions. Notably absent

from this scheme, but present in the Glashow-Weinberg (GW)

6
analysis,  which also relies on smoothness conditions, is the

K PCVC (partial conservation of vector current) condition and the

attendent modifications

(i)  PCAC for K and K mesons and PCVC for the K meson

(li)  <Oluolo> 0 0

(ili)  <Olu810> 0
0 (1.2)

(iv)  fw - fK = fx (neglecting renormalization effects)

(v)  SU(2). symmetric vacuum.

In view of the experimental indications that a  -meson

exists but that it fails to dominate the scalar form factor in7

8
K decay, it is of interest to reconsider the role which x may
13

play in the scheme of approximate SU(3) x SU(3) symmetry.  In

I           particular we present an attractive scheme in which the K plays

an essentially different dynamical role than the pseudoscalars

and we correlate this dynamical difference with a group theoreti-

cal  difference in the way chiral symmetry is realized in the

chiral symmetry limit. We shall show that K dominance fails,

at least in connection with an approximate Goldstone role for

x, if certain alternative off-mass-shell extrapolations are

required to coincide in lowest order of chiral symmetry breaking.

Dashen ' has recently argued that it is very difficult to
9 10

accomodate a   dominance relation and a Goldstone role for the K

in the chiral symmetry limit. It is relatively easy, on the

other hand, to construct models which mock either the GOR scheme

or the GW scheme, and it seems uspful to examine the two

3
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. alternatives. Our point of view, in fact, ls that the GOR. ,

...  :       scheme,   the GW scheme,   and the Dashen argument are really  not

/·"'  inconsistent with each other provided one suitably modlfles the

'f·,··· · statements (i) - (v) by stipulations which make precise what

t    -12-.   limit of the theory one is discussing. Essential to .this  is  the       -

, counting procedure of Dashen in which the order of symmetry

 · ·-    '           breaking  is  parameterized in powers  of  6, the chiral symmetry

8 '.. breaking parameter in the decomposition of the hadron energy

      2 -  density as *=R -S·:Tl  where *0  is a chiral singlet and SE an

i        '« SU(2) singlet. If the kappa is to be accomodated, we shall argue,

without destroying a smoothness condition which requires alterna-

tive off-mass-shell, definitions to coincide, one must allow the

   vacuum 0(6) of  (6) =  0 - 6 - , <0|uo|0>, 1<0|u810>,  flr' fK'
and fK to depend on 6 'in such a way that (with 6 JL  = ul + cuB)

Lim  _(2 (0<=  .(2    ,     an  SU(3)   s inliet

i ../. <oluole> + O  5 < ol uolo,= O(6)--     L Int (1.3)
6-10                                    61

"

' '

'.- Li m  <0111%105  =0  -6  <olugio  = O(61)
6 -PO     r         S

-

Lim -f     =      Lim   i      j      f      *F     =   0 (I)Tr.)  k
6 -20              7r                       3->0

B -i·                                                             C  C-                                                      )
Lim + =0 ) f'              f  -       =     0(Sl
6-,O I X 1 X

Linl Ynt = 0 Li m   Ynt-     =0       6       ME      91    =   0(S)
3 -to   n ) W ,S.Do    ' 

I '  , t.....

Li „1 4    5£0               M..   =  00)  .
2

StD ) - f  /L
.

4
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: Thus the GW scheme, with formal K - PCVC condition, SU(2)0,

and f1 0 fK can,in this context, be regarded as a more general

description which tends in the chiral symmetry limit to the GOR

scheme. Note, however, that K is not a Goldstone particle in

i.         . this point of view and plays an essentially different role in

nature from the pion and the kaon; even though it is coupled

linearly to the vector divergence when 6 0 0, it decouples in the

limit 6+0 where the corresponding decay constant fKl vanishes.

In this scheme the K - PCVC condition and the other refine-
.

ments of the GW scheme are of the order of PCAC-smoothness

corrections, on the same footing as corrections to the Goldberger-

Treiman .relation. Indeed we shall be led to this point of view

by a brief study of pseudoscalar matrix elements of the

(3,3*) + (3*,3) densities in the (3,3*) + (3*,3) model of chiral
L

symmetry breaking. In a sense we shall merely be making explicit
1

certain PCAC smoothness assumptions which are implicit in the

i GOR analysis and the work of Dashen. We shall see that these
i

- smoothness assumptions effectively make alternative off-mass-

shell definitions, of these scalar matrix elements coincide but

also effectively deny.the i a Goldstone-like role in chiral and
'

SU(3) symmetry breaking.  This is the subject of'section II, in

which we also comment on the feasibility of realizing the chiral

symmetry limit with the K as a true Goldstone particle,

-1
(M2 = 0, fK  4 0 in the chiral limit).concluding that the PCAC

smoothness condition and the requirement that alternative off-

mass-s'hell definitions coincide must then be relaxed. In

section III we construct an explicit model which spans the GW

or GOR schemes and satisfies'the limits in Eq. (1.3).  In section IV

5
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we summarize and comment briefly on the implications of our
.. I ...2.

results.

II.  Pseudoscalar Matrix Elements.

Let us consider the matrix element

'. <Pi(p)Iwj(0) PK(P')>              ·'         (2.1)

where Pi(P) is a pseudoscalar meson with octet index 1 and four

momentum p and Wj(o) is a scalar density.  If we define the

single off-mass-shell pseudoscalar meson matrix element in the
C..,                                11

conventional manner   and take the soft 11mlt p+0 the result

1S

L i m    <  2 (0  1   W.,0,1   Ni ( P >  =     -2 2  £   <0 1 [fi   '1 '/.1  '  PA "' 3          ( 2 0 2,
2-40

J

. 1

where the PCAC constant fi is defined by

PAL  (,)   =   „2 -  4. c,) ,  gA.(*1 3 »VAZ I

,    A (      .
(2.3)

02 i
5   »,1

If now the second pseudoscalar is reduced and PCAC and a soft-

limit are taken the result is

t                                                                  +  :-

Ir 5-r 5- 77 \
Lim   <?.(r)1 4,(,)1 1 (r')> =-OfQf <OILF  IF  W.1 ]0>.(2.4,
P-,0 Lk ,         k  )6   i  J       '

4-to

The limit, if the matrix element <Pi(0)'Wj'Pk(0)> is to have a

definite meaning, should be independent of the order of reduction,

and since

 ·i'       < f 'r, i x;.,„ 1  rk,r, >     =-af alk<01  [Ff Il I W,·,01'>   c 2.5,
7-40

6

..
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we are required to conclude·that

i

K.

1
t .-    1,             ,

':.

<01  F  FL  [Fl  W.31 10

=
9 1  k       1  7        W 71/0'>.(2.6)

,  r _r r _ 1         7,  I
A )L W )   i

1

I.

This is required if we define the double soft off-mass-shell
i I. ......

,.,. --      amplitude by reducing €he pseudoscalars one at a time.  The

purpose of this section is to advocate that we may, under

certain conditions, reach the same conclusion even lf an alterna-
!

tive off-mass shell definition is employed when W  =u,a3       3
scalar density in the (3,3*) + (3*,3) model of chiral symmetry

breaking. The underlying assumption which supports thls point

6f view is the smoothness of the matrix element       :

<01   9Ai 1 <(P>       In                         (2.7)1                                  afi
'-I

as p + 0, a smoothness which we shall identify with the PCAC

hypothesis.  The important implication of Eq. (2.6) is that

<Olu810> = 0, where u8 is the SU(3) breaking part of the

Hamiltonian density.
(

First, however, let us consider an alternate procedure for

obtaining the double-soft limit. Define the tensor

./,                                                                                                                                                                                         \

M    Cri )  =  fjil,1*Ze'P'c-tr'* <0'T(A,i')WJ'.,A (1410>.(2.8,
»V  k

Then we have
.t f

/                                                                  f'                         P '1'          '  D

,P P AA =   f.li JJ'12 42,    e- 9.*39  <oiT(A ..  W.  AY K)  14. (2.9)1/ 1 fy r,4   j\                       ,   19  r>Y
.,

7

Tr·-
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..f.· »   We can now differentiate in either order and use the generalized

Ward-Takahashi identities, combined with the off-mass-shell

:, definition
/t

-1 3 -       <1 21(P,|V't'.11 11k,r,;> =-(*2)'(F  +1';)(r'+mi)  4.fI fk  .*
': V. 1

. 0/ »i- m:
r     .  Af.1 -lp·K (2.10)

T A. W. JA. )fo>1'14):' fj'* e    6  1  <01
\   A   J     KI

.'.,     to  obtain the double soft limits

·    1    1   »       4 M     < 21(, ) 1 W,(" I .r'((fl     =   fJ'Wfj'K <° I Tfilil,yl/  JAK)16)reo (2.1la)
1 .. '40 44-4
1                     ...4

+

-     -  < 0 1  (TES-  I F"* W,·illi 6>  + fdt<o ff (W, (FkrgA'fll J  (2 .11») '      -
4, k,

. 3 4,

(2.llc)1
...

-         -   <01[FF   iFF   w.c,;fit  o>     t  f.,11 <0 1  -r(W.  FF:   3A   7   1  03k)      A, 3 J  i)  kF·

where the last equality rests on the assumption, that the result

.:·        is  independent  of the order of partial differentiation.

Equations (2.4, 2.5, 2.6, 2.1lb, and 2.llc) clearly do not

necessarily lead to the same value for the double-soft limit and

illustrate well known ambiguities or freedom in defining matrix

elements involving more than one off-mass-shell pseudo scalar-

meson.
When W (o) =  (o), or any other operator which

annihilates the vacuum, then Eqs. (2.1lb) and (2.llc) reduce to

Eqs. (2.4) and 2.5), respectively, because the second terms of

(2.1lb) and (2.llc) vanish and Eq. (6) is identically satisfied.

&
Al,

Let us, however, consider the case when W= 6*{ =u+ cuB' the.j O
chiral and SU(3) symmetry br&aking part of the hadron energy

8
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density in the (3,3*) + .(3*,3) model, which does not necessarily

annihilate the vacuum. Let us mean by PCAC the hypothesis that
i 2

                                                                               mi
ti are smooth enough in momentum

:hr:nz::Ii:,e::::nts of 'A, 2 2-fi

<°Ipt,·'l 94.'> = 2I  1,· ,  Of-F'fln; .  ,   i. (2·12)
- A

Then
I

f   <f"1 STR lf'#'>I--2, 4<0,101:51''I'1'f,1 111  .

11.      i:I. . .1. 24/   1= 2. f. <01 61#,Al I FACI'.'>
(2.13)

= #dfk= izf <ola/lillic'l>

-1-11 F;

, T fk<0 | [ F F-  [Fit S 11'110,
1.

-                                  k)

where the second equality follows from the generalized Heisenberg

equations of motion applied to the divergences and the remaining

equalities follow from (2.12) and a second reduction.  Similably,

< 4 (P) 1 6 31 I fk,0,     =  ilf < f crl 1 3A ·) 10'> =  IM: €.1'

= 2 :lk <Pc') 12Ak 1 0>
(2.14)

--
qf it <01 IErf F' Sit '] 1 10> .4 )  k J
i

9



' .
. Thus liberal use of (12) has led us to the strong smoothness

./                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                112  conditions

I                                1

I       <i;,011 31(11;(r'6=  <11(111  611'lp.'0)   *-   <i '•' . 'Sll 12,1>   (2.15)

..' requiring
.../

<01 LTEr'FF'SJL'1110  = <oll-E F4 J Jifl]lo>, (2.16)  2
S   r

KA A, , )Lk,
or

'0               1
o = f   <01 IF  &11 116> = f   x <oill,„to'> (2.17)

ik1 A '                         ikl INIM

  which is certainly satisfied since the vacuum is invariant

: tunder space-time translation.  Thus Eq. (2.6) is satisfied for

i .  ' the special case when Wj = aH./ .  Also, <Pi(P) 6*   P (p)> is
'
clearly diagonal as a result of assumption (2.12) and takes the

13well known form

i
i                                                                                                                                                 Z

2-

1%   =  3,„  4f  (f + de. Ji,)(<01'(.le> .'- i'F 4,<ot't,e>).  (2.18)
We also conclude that, if the PCAC smoothness approximation (12)

is good, the second term in Eqi. (llb) and (llc) from the reduc-

ti on  of  <pi 1 6 U' I pk>  must  b e negligible, which is consistent  with
9                           9.10

the counting of Dashen and Dashen and Weinstein, - since they
2are of order 6 whereas the double commutator terms are of order

6.  This will be the case so long as there are no scalar poles

with mass squared of 0(6) to reduce to 6 the explicit 62 dependence
I

of the second term in equations (2.11) when W  = 63{ .  A scalar
dilaton whose mass is of 0(6) would of course interfere with the

! 14smoothness. At this stage there still seems to be support for
*

..

10



'.. a x meson, even within the smoothness context, since <0|u810>
*      ...2-; is not obviously zero despite departures of (2.18), from the

' .:  .. Gell-Mann-Okubo form.  It is no coincidence that a singularity

,·I'   with K quantum numbers cannot contribute.to the matrix elements

i    ·   . .        we  have  so far treated.     When
Wj, however, carries strangeness

 : ':t·  there  is a potential candidate   for a scalar pole, namely   the   x

· -  1 particles,7 whose mass may be of 0(6).

To make the effect of the R more explicit, we can use Eqns.

(2.1lb) and«(2.llc), the Jacobi identities, and the charge

algebra to obtain

..   --      *   -     11(4<ol[Eck.)   \1 .(0,1  to'>   =,id'Ix <oiT{M,01[M,•)   F„.ill' 0> . (2.19)
M 1 4 1  hl      A

t.  Now assuming that the SU(3) breaking part of the Hamiltonian

density is the 8th component of an octet, we find

(2.20)
-1         <0, Wr i 6>    =   tf        fd'#  <01 Tct'., wp"O 14   0R j r                                                                           m i l'

By inserting a completeset of intermediate states in the time

ordered product and saturating_with a   pole, we find·the well

known relationship

2-

<0 1   Wi   <  0 >          -          f
m» +  nA » *44. (2.21)

(2 fx)'
Thus the difference between extrapolations (2.4,5) and (2.1lb,c)

is a <OIW810> effect which persists or vanishes in the chiral

symmetry limit according to whether the x is or is not,

respectively, a Goldstone-like particle.

i It is usually assumed, even in work where the K pole is used

to dominate the vector divergence, that the (approximate) SU(3)15

11
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synunetry is realized by an approximately symmetric vacuum,

„:,   · resulting in approximate SU(3) multiplets.  In this case

<OIWBIO> and (1/2fK)2 are of second order in SU(3) breaking,
2

while  m  is zeroeth order in the breaking parameter.  The
K                                                                                                    -

difference between 1/fT and 1/fK is of order SU(3) breakihg and

one expects the Ademollo-Gatto theorem to apply to f (0).  In

the i-Goldstone interpretation, on the other hand, <O|WBIO>

2and M  are of first order in SU(3) breaking, while 1/fK' the K
K

coupling to the weak current, does not vanish in the chiral

symmetry limit. It is of zeroeth order in chiral symmetry

breaking, as are the weak decay constants of its Goldstone

partners, the w and K (and n); these latter decay constants are
3

not degenerate in the SU(3) limit where the vacuum has SU(2)

symmetry, and the Ademollo-Gatto theorem does not apply to f (0).

Since the K does not obviously dominate the K scalar form13
8

factor , there seems to be no utility in regarding it as a
t.

Goldsone boson, and we can effectively rule out the second

possibility just discussed. The general conclusions regarding

the first possibility hold whether or not the   term is the

only important one in Eq. (2.21).  That is, the difference        : 

between the extrapolations (2.4,5) and (2.1lb,c) should be of

order SU(3) x SU(3) breaking, disappearing in the symmetry limit.

This view that the PCAC ambiguity is a symmetry breaking effect

is quite compatible with the smoothness condition (2.12), as

we shall now argue.

Consider the matrix elements

<Pi(P)lujfo) Pk(P')> (2.22)

where uj is any scalar density belonging to the same (3,3*) + (3*,3)
12



representation  as  6 14   .    We. have  the.soft  limit

-<    E <Oil  ui")  I   pc(*), ===

0.1; f <o I [ 'i'-u 11  1  Fkcf'> -

-'.. 1 .

(2.33)
* 5.1 .    .= -.21ic!,;ik <01 ViI St(40(1104=ek) .

&....

lit        In the (3,3*) + (3*,3) model, howbver,.vk is proportional to the
axial divergence 3Ak' where by the smoothness condition equation

(2.12) we have, analogous to conditions (2.15), the natural off-
h                                                                                                      ..shell identifications

<Ii'.11 5'o.)1 PI,(r,)'>  =  -2{ ik<°1 u lpkt,)>
.

(2.24)

1. /2 =     <  Pcol /  5· ca)  1  P (°) >4
and '

4... < 2(r,11 65·(«)1 11,0,>  =  -24,0'ijk<Pco,1 7.lo'>  «    (2.25)
i .-7                                                                                                      

            4

=    < E· co,  I   u; c., 1   F*,.1 p   ,
It is clear, however, that (2.24) and (2.25) are inconsistent

''         with <Olu810> 0.0 and < PCVC.  One can see this formally by  :

observing that to have (2.24) and (2.25) we must have (2.6)

with W  = u .  But this implies that

/:

0 = (4 <01 E F u 110>=ff <°lu-10>ZJ j
i kk     e J Wt

16
which implies that <0|u810> = 0,   to within the PCAC smoothness

assumptions. Again the" smoothness condition  ( 2. 12)  has  led  us

to drop the second terms in Eq. (2.1lb, 2.llc), and has prevented

B from playing a Goldstone role with M2 = 0(6), <Olu810> = 0(6)
1      and f-1 = 0(1).

K

We can understand this limitation on x in another way by

13
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strongly restricting the.momentum-transfer variation of vector

divergence matrix elements.    Let us examine the matrix element

I.1, . .

1            1             /

< k.(f) 1 U,t·,1 Trkc 41)  ,  F -- -th. P , == -m

2-

K  ) C         K
(2.26)

17
where Ki = kaon, and wi =

pion. Kappa PCVC would take the

: form

. . -2'f = 84& i -

C f U (12=4567)
1          :                 434£               Je 1        ' ' '

' (2.27)

X
-

which implies                                          -"

C f   < K, (p) 1 U41 Trk'F') ) = < M. (r) 14'  1 Trk'I") Ink
. 943-  I    ..                      2f   (2.28)

't

=    :;    < K cp,1 J.5, 1 '1+ 4''t>//i,tn': + cp - /S) . J
1.

where JK is the x source current whose matrix element should be
..

1...

slowly varying if   PCVC is to be on the same footing as   and

K PCAC.  But this implies a latge momentum dependence for (2.26),

inconsistent with previous assumptions.  There is no reason,

however, which prevents a:# meson from existing and coupling

linearly to the vector divergence provided its coupling vanishes

and· <01 u810>/6 vanishes in the chiral symmetry limit.  A scheme

consistent with equation (2.12), for example, is the following
ZS

112,0 -- 0(1)      '
1

<01 Ullo,   =     0(S   )

41-1     --    0 (6 ,
29 t

14

3,

14
„--,
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1.

in which case K 'effects are one order of 6 down from PCAC effects,
and in which the different off-mass-shell definitions coinclde

ln·lowest order. In such a picture, we have for the axial

9,divergences ( following Dashen  )
2-

-'<Al PA. 18> S   mi   9.66'·  + OCS)A
(2.29)m:+4% Rf.A   0        4

''                                                                                                                       Z
I.-.

f Oct) 9 -90-

l   0 c 63 .*

whereas for vector divergence matrix elements we have

-L               1

<cl)YXID, -ux- G j- O(6)eDI-       7
, -    #12+3  Afx (2.30)

0(6)    »'«1"4961  f   7
In other words, even if the i contribution varies rapidly for

2q  % 0, there is no reason to believe it is the dominant con-

-2
tribution to the matrix element for small q  and hence no reason

to insist that the matrix element itself is varying rapidly.

Thus for small 6, in this scheme, the PCAC corrections, which
2

are of order 6, can be neglected as q  + 0, in which limit the

pole term is of order unity. The smoothness hypothesis is

merely a statement that the correction term can be neglected

even for q2 0 0 but small.  The matrix elements of the vector

divergence, on the other hand, behave in an essentially different
 

way in the chiral symmetry limit.  They are of order 6 ,
2

independent  of  q   ,   and  are   of  the. same chiral symmetry breaking

15
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· '     ..    order as  PCAC correction terms  such  as  31 or KwA continuum con-

r      -,  ,·-
tributions. For internal consistency, therefore, i  or

<Olu810> effects should be neglected in calculations in which

tf-: strong smoothness conditions are invoked which require the off-

'  · mass-shell amplitude definitions to coincide and result in the

..E I I
- "smoothness" of (2.24) and (2.25).

Of course, we can not claim that we have derived the smooth-

; ' ".·           ness conditions or the requirement that off-mass-shell defin-

v           itions coincide at the double soft limit, but only that we

have correlated them with a dynamical scheme in which the

vacuum is approximately SU(3) symmetric and in which < effects

are in order of chiral symmetry breaking down from PCAC effects.

(Alternatively, of course, one could reject the strong smooth-

i
ness conditions and the concommitant requirement that the

alternative off-mass-shell definitions coincide in lowest order,

as  well  as the approximate  SU( 3) symmetry  of the vacuum, lower-

ing it even in the chiral symmetry limit to SU(2)).  We find

our scheme, however, an attractive possibility consistent with
0     -

the apparent asymmetry with which axial and vector charge con-

servation is achieved  in the symmetry limit, and suggestive  of

a parallel asymmetry in the way the axial and vector divergences

behave when chiral symmetry is broken.

In„the next section we pursue this picture by constructing

an explicit model in which the x-meson behaves in this way.

Section III

Consider a Lagrangian

Af= -:i"(€%3.ti, +3 vs) r)- Z c«· vs)  (.3.1) '4 1 +A A I STArt)    4

16
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-.-':·--  where 0  is a polynomial in the fields ui and vi,-which spanstat:                                                              18
r=.''Sa (3,3*) + (3*,3) representation of SU(·3) x SU(3), and suppose

 1...0.. ..1 -..'....          0
ui = <Oluil > and  i = <Olvi 10> are solutions to the extremum

1.
- 1*1.0 141.0                    19,: condition

3ul
' Bv Then by familiar techniques   we

-        1

-  -., -1- '.' 2- 1    have   .

11-1'ZI--1. PA .= iff (<01 u.14+ d,ii<°lu'lot,f-vi + ·I···
· (3.2)

3\4  =    fg,i  <01 ug' O'>  M u; + .....

'

t r   .    21     .

where only the terms linear in the fields have been kept and at
.:          '                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   2 0

     .,    .:..·    p most vacuum expectations  of u  and u8 have been allowed.

 ':·' ' . Identifying the· decay constants we have

1               1      -- i  VS Zolilo) +A  <oil,  10,
1. . . .                                      24.. 3

,

322     F           (3·3)
9                                          4

'..

1:                                                     __L          *-_1 1     <0 1   ug i D>     0
3                2%

X-

In equation (3.2) the pseudoscalar and scalar masses are given by

2-     41 r              1      2
M. = di - M. = OZSTAT 3.IAT · (3.4)A                                    -                          i               .-

9 V.D  \r.                                      -                                          pu·  3u.
& 4 A 4

..

If o  is linear in a chiral symmetry breaking parameter 6

and if the ground state solutions have the form

<01 Uolo, 31      -    0 (11
(3·5)

<oluslor>       a      21          =      0(6)   ,

then the ground state is SU(3) symmetric in the chiral limit but

SU(2) symmetric otherwise, dnd

17
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':...t... .,.

1    =      0(1)

:  i'f        :.   I '11.:

.L  -   1    =   0 CS) (3.6)..1  .'f .24:. "'  14         4 3,

_L =     0(6')    .

54
This is the form of the solution we shall find which also must

....

have ' ..-. i '. ::
'.

1

"1       0 (6 ) (3.7)

Z

M     0(f)k

in order that the divergences be of order 6. It is at this point

necessary to distinguish between the basic fields ui and vi and

the Hamiltonian densities which appear in the decomposition of

3·((x) in the (3,3*) + (3*,3) model. We denote these by uo' and
.«

u81 so that

",· J-L sy/9174              C ul + u,'c ) (3.8)

where *
.

is a chiral singlet. A polynomial Lagrangian model
sym

with the desired properties is given by

--  f  -d z-- OL .(3.9)
STAT

L  =-«IL +PI+ -FYI+
where

18
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.

I

9                                                                           i

,

ul + e-  IT A

..:

1..                1. 4'1.*CU. u4·4S »31,·v:u )- 4,ruuu.AJM. 6/4

3                                         -,-.., 6   Uo  117 27  +/,2 'Z- 1/7 Zr W. 161€ U,3-/Ffitflt, (3.9),Cont'd.A A
;

1 . -A  A

,        =- 2.(d. 1  +1.F  1  + 14.. f  -f  f )'* tI 4    '.:*: '.     <,in nki Ajn hk, AJn nk    lin nk£

.I·  C U.U.U
.     4       *  5     +    5, w  5  +  4 5  # ,1/  F   -z u  Vu,v )J  k 1      A

Ar = A-l-acu,+Cw<)+ Acuicu,)7
21

where U  and U8 are members of the (3,3*) + (3*,3) decomposition

of the tensor product of the basic multiplet with itself,

U:    =     1%  R   $10(u'"-lre')   -   11- 1    (Uoul-U;V: )
./..

..·   6    ff    S,0.(u; -V '3   +   4  J        I  w .u-  v-  tr  )Lik    i   k     i   k

,< (3.10)

Y- - 36 VI 5.  U 1.T  -  IZ 6  6 .01'iui
- 3  AD 0 0

-  /1  11'f   (€ 1:- + C/,1       -+  Yik: 5' Vi      .

This model has been discussed elsewhere in the context of symmetry
. 22

breaking with <01u810> = u.   The extremum equations are

19



A  1.1 '- .1..,it,    ci :  24 X + 11; p " - Rrr X.  6 +21(i)''TRIA -,3 <,)

-   Sa,   -    5  Scl    g    A      +   4   SJc   fi   A

.t ..'

  .   -       '  11 '   Il'I:-       O     -    2 « 1' -   4 fr 2 1  A  - .LA  f 1,   +  FY/1 1 A (3.11)
/             /1- f

fi

- VT(1')'A + A") - Scc4 +41'JIT A' 1..  S .

1
•

+  4- 7  SJC 1+1 Sclcr·Y

2··:·: . +. where A = <Oluo|0> and A' = <0|u810>. The· relations between *

1 -    ...,1 .--,- (uo'' u8') and (uo, u8) are

u L      =       S  (a u,+  J  -LI„)
(3.12)

,.,
4 - S(au+JU j.

8                                         8/        .

. .

Equations (3.11) have several solutions which differ in their

residual symmetry in the 6 = 0-limit.  The solution we are

interested in (<0 u810> = 0(6)), expanded to lowest order in 6,

is

,-  3   -  I 1- q. + 8,11/  1  -1
A-  5      -4 L 9   1- m p J

IA-- .gc  F « -4 'f«ls--1
(3.13)-

4 L «+4rreAs  4
1-U« 7    =   -1 /3.1>i 4  ,&  1     .

s                Z,2,    f.3:   +  (.31:' -   7,      r
It is clear that

. /
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. t.j. ... ... S.: ...  .

- i.. . · .

.......':, I

-'.3.
lir.

49                                       -<01     #010  >   I   =       0  CS   J..P

(3.14)

. '                                                      <O 1    61 / 1 0>      =       O C S' )   .
-   1.'       I

Moreover, one can readily verify that

2. I

1 1'1 = Clf).(3'+11:cd,it)(20'U,te>+IT+.·ic"CUS'le))
'1. ....

(3.15)
Z.- \1

M  -X
...

T  (44<«i  u; 1  ex   .

1       r,  It is clear that for this solution m2 = 0(6), departures of m2
2.

i .  from the Gell-Mann-Okubo form are 0(6 ), and M2 = 0(1).  The

..  model solution has the GW structure but differs from the GOR
1

„

i      ,'·- scheme only by higher orders of the symmetry breaking.  The i
i                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 ·

2

· - mass persists in the model when the chiral symmetry breaking is

.'·'y· turned off.  It is not a Goldstone particle in this limit, and

*'.' its mass stands in no particular relation to the pseudoscalar
....-

.. meson masses,  nor  does  its mass vanish  or  tend  to  -  in  the  SU(3)
7

limit of   , (c = 0), where the vacuum solution, equation (3.13),

tends to SU(3) symmetry also. In this model solution the K

plays no special role in symmetry breaking in the symmetry limit
23

and its FCVC condition is therefore essentially different from

the PCAC conditions in just the way which we discussed in the

previous section.

IV. Concluding Remarks

We studied the implications of a PCAC smoothness hypothesis
-   ,

21



... ,

and observed that it was not possible.in this context to put

':Ji...  '  -< B PCVC on the same footing as PCAC, concluding that K effects  :

:v.  are of the same order as PCAC corrections. We discussed this

,    situation in terms of vacuum expectation values of densities in

/ i. ·the (3,3*) + (3*,3) model and decided that, to within the smooth-

ness approximation, < and <0|u810> affects should be ignored, but
r.

that   PCVC could be accomodated in a scheme in which it plays

a subordinate role, contributing at the level of PCAC corrections.
t.„

-..., This discussion was facilitated by the counting procedure of

,·   Dashen9'1  which enabled us to describe a chiral symmetry

i· breaking scheme which takes the Gell-Mann, Oakes and Renner5 form

in lowest order of chiral symmetry breaking and admits the K

effects in the next order. Finally we constructed a simple   --

model for illustrative purposes in which the < meson plays suchj

a symmetry breaking role. In this model the   meson is not a

Goldstone particle in the SU(3) or SU(3) x SU(3) limit, is still
1

..

coupled linearly to the vector divergence, but does not dominate
1

:

: 2
the vector divergence for small q  in the sense that the pion

-                                     2
dominates the axial divergence, even for small m . This is

K

,.  compatible with the cu rent experimental status of the scalar form
8                                                   2factor for K decay which does not seem to be rising at q =0

£3
24as it would if i were strongly influencing its behavior.

22
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4':32 .:per,      24. The indicated behavior  for the scalar form factor  is  also
·   in disagreement with the Dashen-Weinstein theorem [10] if

FK'... fir

fiE - FI; > 1, since the theorem then predicts a positive

,   if,<::.  · ·

slope for the scalar form factor.  The present experimental
F

value FK/Flrf (o)    =    1.23    can    only    give   F     <    1,    and    thus-'..'.. :                                                                                   Tr

agreement with the Dashen-Weinstein theorem, if f (o) 2 0.75.
In either case, large higher order symmetry breaking correa-
tions are indicated and the utility of the Dashen-Weinstein

..ldea of treating the SU(3) x SU(3) symmetry breaking
parameter in the strong Hamiltonian as a perturbative.. ,

parameter is in doubt.
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